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France's perfect past, or pluperfect — known in French as le plus-que-parfait — is used to indicate past actions that occurred before other actions in the past. The last use can be mentioned in the same sentence or implied. Plus-que-parfait is a compound form of imparfait (imperfect) and is formed using imperfect relief verbs, avoir or être (have or be) and passé participe (participle
past) of verbs. His English is on par with the hads and participle of the past. This table provides several examples; for clarity, the previous action is listed in parentheses in some cases. French Pluperfect English Translation Il n'avait pas mangé (avant de faire ses devoirs). He hadn't eaten (before doing his homework). J'ai fait du shopping ce matin. J'avais déjà fait la lessive. I went
shopping this morning. I've washed my clothes. J'étais déjà sorti (quand tu as téléphoné). I was gone (when you called). Nous voulions te parler parce que nous ne t'avions pas vu hier. We want to talk to you because we didn't see you yesterday. Pluperfect is also used in SI clauses to express hypothetical situations in the past contrary to what actually happened. An SI clause or
requirement results in a conditional sentence, with one clause stating the condition or possibility and a second clause naming the result produced by that condition. In English, such a sentence is called construction if/ then. The French means if it's in English. There is no equivalent to later per se in a French conditional sentence. French Pluperfect With Si Clause English Translation
Si tu m'avais demandé, j'aurais répondu. If you ask me, I'll answer it. Nous y serions allés si nous avions su. We'll leave if we know. France's perfect past is a compound conjugation, which means it has two parts: Additional verb imperfections (either avoir or être)A past part of the main verb Like all french compound conjugations, the perfect past can be subject to grammatical
agreements, as follows: When additional verbs are être, the participle of the past must agree with the subject. When additional verbs are avoir, past participle may have to agree with its direct object. Conjugating french le plus-que-parfait (perfect past or pluperfect) requires knowing when to use avoir, être, or pronominal, as the table shows to aim for verbs (to love), devenir (to
be), and lavar (to wash). Aimer (additional verb is avoir) j' avais aimé tu avais aimé il,elle avait aimé nous avions aimé vous aviez aimé ils,elles avaient aimé Devenir (être verb) j' étais devenu(e) tu étais devenu(e) il était devenu nous étions devenu(e) s vous étiez devenu(e)(s) ils become it had become they had become Se Laver (kata kerja pronominal) I had washed you had
washed it had washed they washed we washed we washed we were washed you had washed it she had washed they had washed they had washed French pronominal accompanied by reflex pronouns se or s' precedes the infinitive, therefore the term pronominal grammar, which means to relate to pronouns. All conjugated verbs, with the exception of imperative forms, require
subject pronouns. To continue enjoying our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Select.................................... overview of the home site index of help search credit characters .............................. nouns determine verb adjectives fore verbs pronouns tense conjunctions / interrogative moods
.......................................... verb practice verb conjugation ref. .................................... the intro to the tense/tense mood presents the recent tense passé composé pass with avoir passé composé with être passé composé—pronom. imperfect: imperfect formation: circumstances become imperfect: idiomatic use narrative plus-que-parfait passé simple passé antérieur futur proche
simple future simple (regular) simple future simple (irregular) simple future: use futur antérieur imperative regular mood subjunctive irregular use: use of obligations: use of doubt: will, wish conjunction w/subjunctive pass subjunctive summary way to avoid conditional subjunctive conditional past si clause reported speeech: present reported speeech: past active vs. passive sound
formation Pluperfect (le plus-que-parfait) formed with help in imparfait followed by the past participle of the verb. The choice of maid, être or avoir, is the same as for composé passé (Alamo of être applies). Plus-que-parfait = extra in imparfait + past participle of verb manger 'to eat' j'avais mangé, I have eaten nous avions mangé, we have eaten tu avais mangé, you have eaten
birds vous aviez mangé, you have eaten il, elle / on avait mangé, he, he (the) / one has eaten ils / elles avaient mangé, they have eaten aller 'to go' j'étais allé(e), I have gone nous étions allé(e)s, we have gone tu étais allé(e), you have gone vous étiez allé(e), you have gone il, elle / on était allé(e), he, him (it) / one has gone ils / elles étaient allé(e)s, they have gone Negation
formed in the usual way by putting ne ... fitting around conjugated verbs, which in this case are helpers: Je n'avais pas mangé (I haven't eaten), Je n'étais pas allé (I haven't left), etc. using narratives of the past, plus-que-parfait used to express actions that precede actions or other past moments. In other words, the action in plus-que-parfait is before the action or other past
moments. In English plus-que-parfait is indicated by had + past participle. In affirmative sentences in French, tetapi tidak selalu, disertai dengan already kata keterangan (sudah). By the age of seven, Tex had already written ten poems. Pada usia tujuh tahun, Tex sudah menyusun sepuluh puisi. A few years later, akan had meninggalkan stalling hope of literary glory. But he
sebuah changed his mind when when Read a poem for Tammy. A few years later, he had abandoned all hopes of literary fame. But she changed her mind when she read a poem to Tammy. He loved the innocent poems Tex wrote in his youth. He adores the plaintive poems Tex wrote during his youth. Not all examples of past participle in English are translated to be more than
perfect in French. For example, in French because it is usually used with imperfect (not pluperfect) and 'just done something' is generally translated by coming from an imperfect inside. The literary public had been waiting years for Tex's new poem when he finally found his inspiration. The literary public had been waiting years for a new poem from Tex when he finally found his
inspiration again. In fact, Tex had just started a new poem when his publisher called. In fact, Tex had just started a new poem when his editor called. A more than perfect contrast in this sentence with the example above: Tex had (already) started his poem when his publisher called. Tex had started his poem when his publisher called. Remember that the opposite of already is a
negative expression yet, just as 'already' is replaced by 'not yet' in English. Tex had not (yet) finished his poem when his publisher called. Tex had not (yet) finished his poem when his editor called. In French and in English, which is more than perfect is also used to express desires about the past, as in this example: Publisher: If only you had finished your new poem! Editor: If only
you had finished your new poem! (but you haven't) The more than perfect is also commonly used if the clause is followed by the conditional past. For example: Tex to his editor: Fool! If you don't bother me, I can finish my new poem. Because of you, I feel like I'm losing my inspiration again. Tex to his editor: Imbecile! If you don't bother me, I'll be able to finish my new poem.
Because of you, I lost my inspiration again. Editor: Oh my God, if I knew how hard artists were, I would be an accountant! Editor: Oh my God. If I knew how hard artists were, I'd be an accountant! Learning Courses &gt; France - French Practice &gt; French Test No. 31313: More than perfect - of course Yang more than perfectly marks past actions that occurred before others also
passed when declared imperfect: When I had dinner, I walked around. More than perfect - not perfect to Have 'FORMER PARTICIPE or 'imperfect' to BE 'PARTICIPE PASSED Note: Past participation of AVOIR verbs is . The most-than-perfect verb has: I have. Past participation of etre verbs is summer. The most-than-perfect verb being: I have. LunchAct comes I've walked
(e)You lunch You have come You have come (e)She lunch She has come She has come She has walked during the day Have comeDia come We have lunch We have come We have walked (ice)You have lunch you have come you have come you have walked (ice) They have come They have walked They have walked They have come They have walked 'Exercises: Put verbs
in brackets for more than perfect Beginner Tweeter ShareExercic from France More-than-perfect – of course made by jagienka with tests [More courses and exercises jagienka] See statistics of success This French test Thank you for connecting to the club to save your results. The end of french practice Is more than perfect - free French courses to learn French or improve. (Tags:
pass) All exercises More French lessons and exercises on the same theme: The past
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